Abstract-regards the development of a digital Set-Top-Box(STB) as the background, through an understanding of developing environment of graphical user interface （GUI）, To have a general design of STB GUI system，and To realize the STB GUI, and give a realized example of building an GUI under this system.
Introduction
Along with the rapid development of information technology and digital technology, the popularity of digital TV will surely become the future development trend of the TV industry. Digital TV STB is a kind of typical embedded equipment. In recent years, embedded equipment become increasingly widespread use of the embedded system that have developed rapidly in People's Daily life. As embedded device hardware performance continues to improve, Consumers, especially for high performance function embedded man-machine interactive interface requirements are more and more urgent. Including of smart phone, PDA, STB, more and more embedded system Require full-featured GUI system support. Therefore, the key technology for embedded systems -the research of embedded GUI technology has important practical significance. Gx6101 is the first highly integrated digital satellite receiver and decoding system chip, the internal integration of the channel ADC、video DAC、DVB-S demodulator -decoder, 32-bit high-performance embedded CPU, MPEG2-TS streaming solution multiplexer, MPEG2 video and audio decoder, video de-interlacing and post-processing unit, OSD generator and TV encoder modules for digital satellite receivers to provide a more competitive machine program.
II. Development environment introduction

III. The design of STB GUI
Through the analysis of STB functionality, GUI development library system needs to implement the module is divided into three categories: graphics output class, device output class and window object. Graphics output class includes regional operations, basic graphics operations and bitmap operations. Device output class contains infrared remote control input and timer input. Window object consists mainly of dialog boxes, menus and controls.
Major elements of interface design are:
(1) Text box: used to display messages, generally do not support any operation. Support functions that operate on the text box include drawing lines, rectangles, filled rectangles, and display the string.
(2) Button: at the interface shows a similar "button" graphics, mainly for the user to select operation. From the visual effect , the "button" to press or bounce. In programming, we use the two images are displayed alternately, so that the button has dynamic effects. For example,GxDraw3Dbutton function: used to draw a 3D button.
(3) Dialog box: mainly used to finalize the operation selected by the user, specify the location of display the specified width and height. This element is actually composed of button and text box. For example, GxDrawSelectMsgBox function: used to draw the dialog with OK and Cancel.
(4)Input text box: mainly used to input data, such as adjusting the satellite's parameters, and so on.
IV. STB GUI Implementation
A
Set specific keys Commonly used keys: 0 ~ 9,*,#, down, up,left, right, OK, Cancel (exit / Delete key). in the mode of off menu, press the "OK" button brings up the main menu. Have the selection function of getting into the sub-menu and confirm. Press "Cancel" button to return to the previous menu or used as a backspace button when enter text and numbers. When in the text input mode of exit the level menu, you can continuously press the key of 1.5 to 2 seconds. 
B Program flow
The entire user interface design process flow are as follows: After system initialization, create a task, the task will be established to receive user's button input from the remote control in the beginning to the end, then depending on the key value to select the information delivered to the appropriate tasks. If the user presses the number keys on the remote control, the digital message transfer to the channel number to display task, not only channel information on-screen with the user's input has changed, but by calling the appropriate function, the system switch to the corresponding channel. If the user presses the menu button on the remote control, the system passes the message to the main menu to display the task, and then into the sub-menu keys to show the task.
（1）The main task of the user interface flow chart is shown in Figure 1 . (2) In the user's option, from the main menu to enter the submenu at all levels. Each menu must first set their own data to determine the realization form, and then in turn call the menu of the constituent elements of the display function to display the menu, read some of the remote receiver to send a message queue key value, then according to the corresponding callback function to achieve the menu functions. The menu is a part of the process step by step from the main program to the subroutine nesting process. Process is shown in Figure 2 . This paper combined with the design and development of new digital STB products, on the basis of the research and analysis of embedded GUI systems, focusing on the development and implementation of digital STB GUI module, through a lot of work and effort, the results achieved have been put into practical use. In actual use, the GUI platform designed to have a good effect, and fully meet the actual needs of the project.
